
� CS 373: Theory of Computation� Madhusudan ParthasarathyLeture 15: Universal Turing Mahines11 Marh 2010This leture presents the Universal Turing Mahine. The assoiated leture has alsomaterial overing losure properties of Turing mahines, but we have no notes for this as ofnow. Please refer to the video for this material.1 Universal Turing mahines: TMs simulating TMs1.1 MotivationWe already seen that a TM an simulate a DFA. We think about TMs as being just regularomputer programs. So think about an interpreter. What is it? It is a program that readsin another program (for example, think about Java virtual mahine) and runs it.1So, what would be the equivalent of an inter-preter in the language of Turing mahines? Well,its a TM that reads in a desription of a TM M ,and an input w for it, and simulates running M on
w. Initially this onstrut looks very weird - inher-ently irular in nature. But it is useful for thesame reason interpreters are useful: It enable us tomanipulate TMs (i.e., programs) diretly and mod-ify them without knowing in advane what theyare. In partiular, we an start talking ompu-tationally about ways of manipulating TMs (i.e.,programs).For example, in a perfet world (whih we are not living in, naturally), we would like togive a formal spei�ation of a program (say, a TM that deides if a prime number is prime),and have another program that would swallow this desription and spits out the programperforming this omputation (i.e., have a omputer that writes our programs for us).A more realisti example is a ompiler whih translates (say) Java ode into assemblyode. It takes ode as input and proedures ode in a di�erent language as output. We ouldalso build an optimizer that reads Java ode and produes new ode, also in Java but moree�ient. Or a heating helper program that reads Java ode and writes out a new versionwith di�erent variable names and modi�ed omments.1Things of ourse are way more ompliated in pratie, sine Java virtual mahines nowadays usuallyompile portions of the ode being run frequently to ahieve faster performane (i.e., just in time ompilation[JIT℄), but still, you an safely think about a JVM as an interpreter.1



1.2 The universal Turing mahineWe would like to build the universal Turing mahine UTM that reognizes the language
ATM =

{

〈T, w〉
∣

∣

∣
T is a TM and T aepts w

}

.We emphasize that UTM is not a deider. Namely, its stops only if T aepts w, but it mightrun forever if T does not aept w.To simplify our disussion, we assume that T is a single tape mahine with some �xedalphabet (say ΣT = {0, 1} and the tape alphabet is ΓT = {0, 1,  }. To simplify the disussion,the TM for ATM is going to be a multi-tape mahine. Naturally, one an onvert this TMinto a single tape TM.So, the input for UTM is an enoding 〈T, w〉. As a �rst step, the UTM would verify that theinput is in the right format (suh a reasonable enoding for a TM was given as an exerise inthe homework). The UTM would opy di�erent omponents of the input into di�erent tapes:
1 : Transition funtion δ of T.It is going to be a sequene (separated by $) of transitions. A transition (q, c) → (q′, t, L)would be enouded as a string of the form:
(#q, c) − (#q′, t, L)where #q is the index whih is the index of the state q (in T) and #q′ is the index of

q′.More spei�ially, you an think about the states of T being numbered between 1 and
m, and #q is just the binary representation of the index of the state q.
2 : #q0 � the initial state of T.
3 : #qacc � the aept state of T.
4 : #qrej � the rejet state of T .
5 : $w � the input tape to be handled.One done opying the input, the UTM would move the head of 
5 to the beginning ofthe tape. It then performs the following loop:(I) Loop:(i) San 
1 to �nd transition mathing state on 
2 and the harater under thehead of 
5.(ii) Update state on 
2.(iii) Update harater and head position on 
5.We repeat this till the state in 
2 is equal to the state written on either 
3 (qacc) or
4 (qrej).Naturally, UTM aepts if
2 = 
3 and rejets if
2 = 
4 at any point during the simulation.2
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